Operation: Home Base

In doing our mutual aid work we have become painfully
aware of specific needs both for the community, and for
the growth of our own projects. Some have been obvious
since the beginning, such as a community kitchen, and
meeting space. Others have only revealed themselves
after much community organizing such as medical clinics,
and legal aid. Some are continuations of work we've been
doing, like harm reduction and food delivery. Others are
big and new ideas for our collective, such as an eco village
and a shelter. After another winter losing people we love
to the streets, and with a hostile political climate in town,
the need is clear. We now endeavor to yet again solve our
own problems. If we need safe spaces to exist, live, and
thrive....we must build them. If we want stability for our
community...we must obtain it ourselves. So we have
spent many months debating, calculating, meeting, and
developing this plan for a community home base that
starts to meet our needs. We hope you join us in realizing
this dream and pushing our radical love and collective
care to new heights.

Cooperative
association
Social center
cooperative

Mutual Aid Hub
Media collective
Health care collective
Housing union
Legal aid collective

Community
Land Trust
Eco village
campus

Schooling
Gun range
24/7/365 shelter
shared living space
Permaculture farm
conference / convergence space
Permanent / transitional Housing

So the plan is two fold, our land would be sectioned into a
social center side with community resources, and the other
would be a self governed eco village where residents would live
and have immediate access to the shared resources of the
community. The social center would serve as central hub for
food prep and serving, mutual aid depot, legal and medical
assistance, union hall, and many mixed use spaces for
meetings, maker/art spaces, as well as rentable spaces. The eco
village would be built by and for it's inhabitants using cheap
natural building techniques in order to provide each person
their own warm, safe, dignified living space. Transitional or
permanent, this housing would serve as a stable base from
which to build a community based on resilience, skill sharing,
learning, and love.

Social center co-op

24/7 diner/Internet cafe
grocery/kitchen
bookstore
Tool/zine library
Art/Maker space
business incubator
Skill shares/meeting space
Micro lending
Community garden

The social center side of our plan , along with most of
what we do, centers around preparing and enjoying
food together. Our communal kitchen will be busy all
day every day making meals for the community. The
cafe will be a spot to hang out and eat, jump on a free
computer, or grab a book to read from the bookstore.
Both the grocery and the kitchen will benefit from a
community garden growing fresh produce. A small
business/non profit incubator will help our
community members take charge of their own futures
by providing resources to get their ideas off the
ground. Residents will benefit from access to a tool
library for routine maintainence of the land and
infrastructure, a maker space for building and
creating new infrastructure, and a micro lending
service will help individuals in paying for things the
social center doesn't provide, as well as helping to
fund small business start ups. The majority of the
physical space will be set aside for workshops,
community meetings, and renting to any upstart
businesses that need their own space.

Mutual Aid Hub
Emergency prep
Disaster relief
Supply drives
Fridge/pantry
Meal/free store prep
Distributed farming/seed bank
Food not bombs/mobile meal

In the face of rising climate chaos, and political
authoritarianism, mutual aid is our best bet for caring for each
other in disaster scenarios. While most our community faces
daily disasters in the form of city sweeps, police harassment,
and the criminalization of poverty, we also must be prepared for
future climate catastrophe. We have long needed adquate and
accessible storage for our mutual aid supplies, in order to grow
this project and maintain enough stock to see us through a
potential disaster, we will require much more storage space for
supplies. Some to be distributed throughout the community as
needed, and some to store for those rainiest of days. With a
proper mutual aid depot we could both furnish supplies for our
continued mutual aid work, as well as ensure enough stock in
the event of supply chain issues, or natural disaster. We hope to
be able to leverage the stores of supplies to offer to the wider
community and be able to play a critical role in keeping people
safe when things go wrong and our government shits the bed.

Media collective
Podcast
Investigative reporting
Zine distro
Merch
Political Education
Book club
Local radical history

In order to tell the untold stories of our community, it's
challenges and it's beauty, our social center will also
house our media collective, sabot media. We will use these
platforms to tell our stories, and to investigate the local
politcal machinations that cast such a shadow over our
lives. This reporting will be published, printed, and
distributed by our zine distro, analyzed and connected to
global struggles in our podcast, and a quartly newsletter
will collect wider regional updates to maintain awareness
of our rural struggles for an outside audience. Besides
updating folx on our goings on, we will use these
platforms for political education and local radical history
projects. Through a careful examination of the past, and
by delving into radcial texts in our book club, we hope to
inform future organizing and projects.

Housing Union
Housing operations
Tenant organizing
Rent strikes
parolee assistance
Transitional housing
employment/transport assistance

Another aspect of the social center is the
union hall. With housing being one of, if not
the most, pressing needs we face, we must
have a organization that is focused on
changing the conditions by which people
obtain and keep housing. We don't want
public housing anymore than we want rent
vouchers. We want free and accessible
housing for all, by us and for us. We want
ownership over the direction our movement
goes. A union can provide the structure
needed to rally the unhoused and unstably
housed among us to actions aimed at
securing this future for ourselves. We do not
simply want to be included in the housing
market we want to abolish it and build a
system that houses everyone in its place. So
that no one should ever be homeless again.

Organize!!

Everything is within our reach
You only get what you are
organize to take, so...

Organize!!
We must obtain housing

With the money spent on shelters and services,
we can house every unhoused person in the City.
The city should convert vacant and city-owned
properties into permanent homes for those who
are unhoused. We demand that the city invest
pandemic relief funds in long term housing.

We must obtain healthcare
We need primary care so we don't have to go to
the emergency room every single time we need
basic healthcare. Preventative care saves lives
and money. All unhoused people should have
access to regular preventative medical care.

Housing
Now Not
Death On
The Streets!
Healthcare
not harm
reduction!

We must obtain water

Water
is life!

The City controls the Water Department.
Especially during this pandemic, we need water to
stay sanitary. The City should guarantee showers,
bathrooms, and hand washing stations for
unhoused people.

Nothing about us without us
The City seems to talk to everyone except us
about what we need. We deserve a seat at
the table. We need to be consulted about
the policies that will impact our lives.

Homeless
not
helpless!

The City should listen to our leadership
If you agree then let's form a union
No more dealing with the us one police encounter after
another. With a homeless union we can force the city to
deal with us collectively. We can assert our rights, and...

Take what we need!

Health care collective
Harm reduction
medical trainings
Free clinics
Rapid response/
intervention
Drug/mental counseling

One of the largest areas of need we see everyday
is health care. Our community faces many
hurdles to accessing good quality health care,
resulting in early and unnecessary deaths and
sicknesses, easily prevented by modern health
care. We have operated and will continue to
operate our harm reduction services, but we also
acknowledge that harm reduction is as much a
solution to our needs as is a tourniquet on a
gunshot wound. What we need is wholistic, free
health care. We will bring professional medical
workers to hold free clinics and provide needed
medical trainings. We also hope to have vehicles
ready to respond to calls rapidly in order to
intervene in situations where otherwise a 911 call
might not be made, or would put individuals at
undue risk of state violence as a result.

Legal Aid collective
Legal assistance
Transformative
justice processes
mediation
Bail/legal fund
Prisoner support/
letter writing
Court/jail support

Without appropriate models for resolving
disputes and achieving real justice we will
always be reliant on the cruel and punitive
methods of so called justice imposed by the
state. In order to keep ourselves and
community safe, we must develop our own
models of mediation and conflict resolution
based in the practices of transformative
justice, where parties are brought together
to reach a consensual definition of justice in
each unique situation. Besides learning and
practicing these transformative methods of
justice, we will also need to provide
traditional legal aid for interfacing with
the State's criminal systems. We will bring
in lawyers to hold clinics and trainings so
that whatever challenges we face, we are
prepared to meet them head on.

Eco village
campus
Shared living space
Permanent and
transitional Housing
schooling
Permaculture farm
convergence/
conference space
Gun range
Perhaps the biggest project in our plan is the eco village
campus. This portion of our land will not be open to the
public as it will serve to house any residents who want a
spot to live and build. We will surround those wanting to
live here with all the assistance they require to design,
build, and furnish their own homes.
By living on site they would
have immediate access to any
and all services provided, as
well as far safer and
healthier living conditions
than are found on the
streets. By choosing to reside
in the village residents
would automatically become
board members of the
community Land trust which
would hold the land in
common for the residents. By
being made up solely of
people living on the land,
this trust would ensure that
individuals have actual
ownership in and direct
control over the operations
of their village.

Unschooling
We will also use this space to see how
far we can push our educational goals,
developing a campus for revolutionary
course work and study. As well as
hosting a convergence space for
bringing in other groups to network
and community build from across the
globe. A full permaculture farm will
supply the community with sustainable
food right from our backyards. A gun
range will provide a safe place for
marginalized people to the learn
defense and firearm skills vital to our
survival. We can learn to forget the old
world, and build the new.

